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INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONIC JOURNAL OF 
MATHEMATICS EDUCATION 

International Electronic Journal of Mathematics Education (IEJME) is a peer-reviewed, 
online, open access, academic journal devoted to disseminate new research and theory in the 
field of mathematics education. 

IEJME is published four times a year, in February, May, August and November. 

IEJME aims to stimulate discussions at all levels of mathematics education through 
disseminating significant and innovative scholarly studies that are of value to the international 
research communities. The journal welcomes articles focusing on all aspects of mathematics 
education including empirical, theoretical, methodological, and philosophical works that have 
a perspective wider than local or national interest. 

IEJME publishes only original scholarly works. Manuscripts that are indeed a derivative or 
replication /duplication (if there is not clear reason, justification) of previous work are not 
accepted and will not be published in IEJME. Please do not submit the same manuscript 
simultaneously or separately to IEJME with another journal. In such cases the responsibility 
solely rests with the author(s). 

Peer Review Policy 

Procedure 

The journal operates a double-blind peer-review procedure. To ensure this, authors should 
anonymize elements within the manuscripts that can reveal their identities, such as authors' 
names, institutional affiliations, contact information, and references to authors' own works. 

Peer review is a critical assessment procedure for maintaining a high standard of intellectual 
work. The process is designed to provide constructive critical evaluation to submissions to 
ensure that work achieves high academic standards. Review reports assist editors in 
determining the eligibility of a manuscript for publication. Manuscripts that pass the initial 
screening of the editors are sent out for external expert evaluation by two or more reviewers. 
Editors may decide to seek assistance from additional editors or reviewers before reaching a 
final decision. 

Peer-review reports should provide valuable information and suggestions to authors on how 
to improve article quality so that readers can benefit more from the article. Review reports 
should be presented in a professional manner and constructive manner. Not only criticism of 
the content, but also positive aspects of the work should be included. To this end, we advise 
the reviewers to include answers to the following items in their evaluation reports: a) summary 
of the contributions of the work to the literature, its potential impact and intended audience; 
b) strengths and weaknesses of the work, assessment of whether objectives of the study were 
achieved and whether the evidence presented supports the conclusions; c) recommendations 
to authors regarding methodology, findings and discussions, references, language and 
presentation, etc., along with suggested corrections; d) recommendations to editors on 
whether to request additional minor/major revisions or whether to reject the article or 
whether to accept the article as is, and the basis for these recommendations. 
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Review process is expected to be completed within 6-9 months after submission. In some cases, 
longer times may be unavoidable depending on feedback from reviewers, author response 
times to revisions, and the number of revisions. 

Competing interests 

If reviewers realize a competing interest that might influence the review report, they should 
immediately alert the editors and refrain from continuing the review. Competing interests 
occur when a professional decision might be affected by another interest, such as a monetary 
connection, an intellectual trust, or an individual relationship or competition. To maintain high 
levels of objectivity and credibility, we ask the reviewers to disclose any possible competing 
interests. 

Confidentiality 

Submission content, including its abstract, ideas, and research data, should be treated as 
privileged information by reviewers and editors, and should not be shared with any third 
parties or used personally. As part of the double-blind peer-review process, authors and 
reviewers should be cautious not to reveal their identities.  

Timeliness 

We request that reviewers deliver review reports on time to ensure a good publication 
experience for everyone. If reviewers fail to meet the review deadline, they should notify the 
editorial office and request an extension as soon as possible. 

Editorial Policy 

Authors must ensure that the submission is free of linguistic errors and conforms to the 
journal's requirements for manuscript preparation. Manuscripts that are not written in 
compliance with author guidelines or do not demonstrate a proficient use of the English 
language will not be eligible for full external peer-review process and for publication. 

Non-native speakers of English are advised to employ language editing services to have their 
manuscripts examined and edited by native language professionals for grammar, content 
clarity, formatting, punctuation, and spelling before submission. 

The authors confirm that the submission is appropriate for the journal's scope, has not been 
published before, even partially, and is not being considered for publication elsewhere, is 
prepared in conformity with the journal's publishing ethics, is approved by all co-authors, 
corresponding author is authorized to handle any communication regarding the manuscript 
on other co-authors' behalf, complies with the journal's author guidelines regarding stylistic, 
bibliographic, and linguistic standards. 

Incoming submissions undergo an initial screening by the editors before they are sent out for 
peer review. At this point, editors can send the article back to the authors for adjustments or 
reject it without further evaluation. Editors may appoint additional reviewers, request minor 
or major revisions from authors, or commit a final decision about manuscript at any point 
during peer review. The submission portal assigns each manuscript a unique manuscript ID, 
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and this identification number should be provided in any communication with the editorial 
or support personnel. 

The journal accepts the submission of research articles, review articles, book reviews, and 
interviews. 

Indexing and Abstracting 

IEJME is indexed and abstracted by: 

• EBSCO Education Source Complete 
• ERIC 
• ERIH PLUS 
• Cabell’s Directory Index 
• Genamics JournalSeek 
• Index Copernicus 
• Mathematics Education/Didactics Database 
• The Mathematics Information Service (fidmath) 
• Mathedjournals 
• Mathguide 
• NCM 
• OCLC WorldCat 
• EdNA Online Database 
• ResearchGate 
• ROAD 
• Crossref 
• Google Scholar 

All articles are archived by: 

• The British Library 
• Portico 

Authors should submit their manuscripts online via https://www.editorialpark.com/iejme. 
Manuscripts are accepted only in Word format. 
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